THE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR WAVE OPERATORS
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The invariance principle for wave operators is proved. It is shown that the existence of wave operators W ± (B, A) does not imply the existence of W ± (g{B), g(A)), in general. 1* Introduction* Let A and B be two selfadjoint operators on a separable Hubert space Sίf and let P A and P B be the orthogonal projections on the spaces of absolute continuity for A and B, respectively. The wave operators W ± (B, A) are defined by the strong limits 
S. Birman and T. Kato says: If the wave operators W ± (B, A) and W ± (g(B), g(A)) exist and g(X)
is real-valued and piece wise monotone increasing, with a certain mild smoothness, then (
1.2) W ± (g(B), g(A)) = W ± (B, A) .
As stated by T. Kato and S. T. Kuroda in [3] : "It would be nice if the existence of W ± (B, A) implied the existence of W ± (g(B) , g{A)) and the invariance principle.
However, this has not been shown in general". For example, the existence of W ± {g{B), g{A)) and the invariance principle have been proved under the condition that B -A or (B -ξ)" 1 -(A -ξ) -1 (f a nonreal number) is a trace-class operator (see for instance [2, Chapter X] ).
The aim of this paper is 1. the proof of the invariance principle for wave operators, 2. the proof, that the existence of W ± (B, A) does not imply the existence of W ± (g(B) , g(A)), in general.
In the present work we restrict our considerations to real-valued functions g(X) on (-oo, oo) with the following properties (cf. [2, p. 543 (B, A) .
From Theorem 1 we also see that the existence of W+ (B, A) , W+(g(B) , g{A)) and the completeness of W+(B, A) imply the completeness of W+ ((g, B) , g(A)). The next two theorems concern the existence of the wave operator W+ (g(B) , g(A)). They will be proved in § §2 and 3, respectively. In §5 we prove Lemma 1 and formulate and prove two other lemmas which concern the behavior of the function e~i t9{λ) for large t.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. First we introduce several notations and simple relations which are needed for the proof. As in §1 let if be a selfadjoint operator on a separable Hubert space S^f and P H be the orthogonal projection on the space of absolute continuity. We note that for every allowable function g(X) 
WM.B), 9(A)) = W4.B, A) .
3. Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use the same notations as in §2. By Theorem 1 and (NS) it is necessary and sufficient for the existence of W+ (g(B), g(A) ) that VtUC) = 0 .
Let ψ e P A^f , e > 0 and P A (Δ) be the spectral measure of A. Then there is a finite interval Δ' such that
From the definition of the functions g(X) in Theorem 2 we see that there exists a finite number of disjoint intervals Δ n c Δ\n = 1, 2, -, N) such that Therefore it follows that for the proof of Theorem 3 it is sufficient to show that for H such an operator B defined by Theorem 3 exists. At first we construct a projector P such that V£(P) = 0 and Vϊ {H) (P) do not exist. We consider the function By Lemma 2 for ε = 1/2 we can find sequences of natural numbers S Hf N n with S Λ9 N n -> oo as ^ -> oo such that 
= Σ
Next we prove F#(P) = 0, i.e., (4.4) lim \\Pe-itH ψ\\ = 0 for every ψ e ^2(z/) .
t-»00
As is easily shown, for the proof of (4.4) it is sufficient to consider the sequence ||Pβ" <nΛr^0 || with n-* oo (n a natural number) and ^o = l/VW.
We have It is clear that x(p) -> oo as p -* °o. Since #(λ) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 3 we find l^S β ( P )|*->Ό as p->oo and also \\Pe-ipH f 0 \\ 2 ->0 as p-^oo. This proves (4.4). To prove that Vi lH) (P) does not exist by Lemma 1 it is sufficient to show that there are a ψ e J*f%J), a sequence of real numbers t n -> oo as % -* oo and an X > 0 such that (4.6) \\Pe-u^H) ψ\\ > X for all t n .
We set f = α^0 = 1/vΊSr and t n = S w (see (4.1) Since g(X) is strictly increasing on Δ it is clear that {QAQ}' = {Q^(A)Q}'. From this identity and QSQ e {^(A)}' we finally obtain QSQ e {A}'. Furthermore, we have E(Δ)e{A}', where E(Δ) is the spectral measure of QSQ. We choose a a > 0 such that #(0, α) < Q. With R = (Q -E(0, a) ) e {AY and (5.1), (5.2) we find
is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator with the spectrum δ e 0 U [α, 6](0 < α < 6 < oo). Now we consider continuous functions /(λ) which are 1 on [α, δ] and 0 in a neighborhood of 0.
By (2.6) and (5.3) we find
From the independence of the right sides of these /(λ) it can easily be shown that (5.4) is also true for the step-function
Hence we have
where P = f(RTR) is an orthogonal projection with P < R. reduces A, P, R and P, R are distinct from 0 only on <%f. Thus it is sufficient to consider (5.5) in Sίf^ A restricted on £g[ is an operator with a simple absolutely continuous spectrum σ c Δ. Then we may identify £(f x with =^2((7) and α restricted on Sίf x with the multiplication operator by λ and regard Sίf^ = =S^2(σ) as a subspace of the large Hubert space £f\Δ). In ^2(zί) we may identify R with the multiplication operator by %^(λ), where XJ(X) is the characteristic function on p cz σ with \p\ Φ 0. iϊ denotes the multiplication operator by λ in <Sf\Δ). Then we obtain from (5.5) lim \\Pe~i Ht f\\ = 0 for every ψ e t (5.6) (5.7)
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that Δ = [0, 2π] . We can write g(X) = α ^(λ) + β, where g(0) = 0, ^(2ττ) = 27Γ, and α, β are real numbers with a > 0. Then we put It is easy to verify that both φ n and ψ n form a complete orthonormal family in £f\Δ).
Furthermore, we have ||χ7^n|| 2 = G > 0. With these notations we easily obtain from (5, 6), (5.7) (5.8) (5.9) \\Pψ n \\ 2~ C=a n >0 as n We set ψ s {X) = Σ m αΓ^m(λ). Now we consider the functions n/r s (λ) for which Since e H , a n are zero sequences, also 
